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Abstract

A new type of glottal flow model, namely a causal-
anticausal linear filter model, is proposed. It is shown that
the glottal flow signal can be considered as the impulse re-
sponse of a linear filter. Then the source/filter speech model
can be interpreted as an excitation/filter speech model, the “fil-
ter” comprising the glottal flow, vocal tract and radiation com-
ponents. The spectral features of the voice source models are
reviewed, both in the amplitude and phase domains. In the spec-
tral amplitude domain the main features are a spectral maximum
(the “glottal formant”) and spectral tilt. Evidence for a mixed
causal/anticausal phase behavior of the source is given. Then,
a causal-anticausal linear filter voice source model is designed.
In conclusion, applications of this new approach are discussed
for voice quality modification, voice source estimation, voice
quality perception.

1. Introduction
The so-called “source/filter” model of speech production, based
on the linear acoustic theory, is made of a non-linear volume ve-
locity source, which represents the glottal signal, a time-varying
linear filter, associated to the vocal tract, and a radiation compo-
nent, which relates the volume velocity at the lips to the radiated
pressure in the far acoustic field.

For signal processing application, however, another simpli-
fication is usually accepted. As the effect of sound radiation
seems close to a derivative in frequency domain, the radiation
component can be considered as another linear filter compo-
nent. It is generally a (time-invariant) pre-emphasis filter, i.e. a
high-pass first order filter.

In this paper, we shall demonstrate that the voice source
component of the source/filter model can also be considered as
a linear filter component. This idea is not completely new in the
speech processing literature, but we think that the present work
will help to establish a link between two approaches of voice
source modeling, namely the spectral modeling approach and
the time-domain modeling approach, that seemed incompatible,
if not incoherent.

On the one hand, in the spectral modeling approach, the
source component is considered as a causal linear filter when
deriving the linear prediction equations. However, this is lack-
ing rigour in time domain, as the corresponding glottal flow sig-
nals do not resemble to any causal impulse response, in the gen-
eral case.

On the other hand, in the time-domain modeling approach,
non-linear models are used (based on polynomial or exponen-
tial functions), generally described by model-dependent sets of
time-domain parameters. Only partial (and sometimes incom-
patible) spectral analysis are available.

However, we shall show that both approaches can be en-
visaged in a unified framework, and that time-domain models
can be considered, or at least approximated by a mixed causal-
anticausal linear filter.

Then the “source/filter” model can be considered as an “ex-
citation/filter” model. The non-linear part of the source model
is associated to excitation (i.e. quasi-periodic impulses), and the
mixed causal-anticausal linear part of the model is associated to
the filter component, without lack of rigour. The key point be-
ing a mixed causal-anticausal filter model, coined herein as the
Causal-Anticausal Linear Model or CALM.

The spectral approach to voice source modeling has a num-
ber of advantages. Generally, voice quality is better described
by spectral parameters, in terms of e.g. spectral tilt, amplitude
of the first few harmonics, increase of first formant bandwidth
and so one. A second advantage of spectral modeling is sig-
nal processing. For voice quality modification, the spectral ap-
proach seems much more efficient than the inverse filtering and
time-domain modeling approach. A third advantage of spectral
modeling is voice source parameter estimation. This point will
also be discussed at the end of the paper. Finally, spectral mod-
eling could also be used for voice source parametric synthesis.

The paper is organized as follows. Next section describes
the amplitude spectrum of glottal flow models. It is shown that
this amplitude spectrum can be described by 2 main compo-
nents, the so-called glottal formant and a spectral tilt compo-
nent. Section 3 describes the phase spectrum of glottal flow
models. It is shown that a mixed causal-anticausal phase model
may fit well to time-domain glottal flow models. Section 4 de-
scribes the design of a linear filter glottal flow model. Section 5
discusses of some applications of this new type of glottal flow
model, namely voice source modification, voice source estima-
tion and voice source perception.

2. The amplitude spectrum of glottal flow
models

2.1. Glottal Formant

It has been shown in a previous paper [11] that the most fre-
quently used glottal flow models (GFM) can be rewritten in
terms of the following parameters:

�
, the value of the glottal

flow derivative at the maximum excitation, ��� , the fundamental
period, ��� , the open quotient, �	� , the asymmetry coefficient
defined as the ratio between the opening duration over the pe-
riod, and a spectral tilt parameter which can be defined either
in the time domain as the time constant ��
 of a decaying ex-
ponential as in LF or R++ models ([8, 17]) or in the frequency
domain as the attenuation ��� of a low-pass filter at ���������� as
in Klatt model ([13]). Figure 1 shows one period of a typical
glottal flow derivative with those 5 parameters.
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Figure 1: Glottal flow model derivative *,+-/.1032 and its parameters4
, 576 , 8�9 , :	; and 5�< .

In the case of abrupt closure (no spectral tilt, i.e. 5�=?>A@
or 5�<B>C@ ), the GFM derivative * +-D.10E2 can be expressed as:

* +- .1032 > 4GF +- . 08�9H576JI :	; 2�KML&L&LONQP�.10E2 (1)

where
F +-D.10 I : ; 2 is a function depending only on the : ;

parameter that characterizes a given glottal flow model andL&L&L NRP .10E2 is a dirac comb that periodizes the flow.
An analytical expression of the spectrum of glottal flow

model derivatives is then obtained and can be studied:

S * +- .UTV2 > 4 8�9!576	WF +- .UT 8�9X576 I :	; 2!.ZY 6 L&L&LB[�PQ.UTV232 (2)

where
S * +- .UTV2 and WF +- .UT I : ; 2 are the Fourier transforms of* +-\.1032 and
F +-/.10 I :	; 2 .Of great interest is the asymptotic behavior because it

shows that the GFM exhibits a maximum in low frequencies,
that can be called “glottal formant” (unless it does not corre-
spond to an acoustic resonance). This comes from the fact that,
in case of abrupt closure, the asymptotic behaviors near fre-
quency 0 and ]O^ are respectively ]`_QaDbdcRe�f 0 and gh_QaDbdcRe�f 0 :S * +- .UTV2jiRk 6lnm\oRp T S * +- .UTV2qiRrBs�tl 4oRp T (3)

where m is the total flow over one period (the integral of * - .10E2
between @ and 5 6 ). The crossing point of these 2 asymptotes
(see figure 2) is at frequency Y - and amplitude u - that can be
expressed in terms of the time-domain parameters as follows:

Y - > voRp
w 4 m > T - . : ; 28h9X576 (4)

u - >yx 4 m > 4 8 9 5 6Xz - . : ; 2 (5)

where T - . : ; 2 and z - . : ; 2 are two functions depending only
on :{; .

Finally, this asymptotic behavior is the same as that of a
second order linear filter, which justifies its being called “glottal
formant”. For a second order linear filter, besides the position
of the asymptotes there is a quality factor that controls the am-
plitude of the maximum, the spectrum shape being more or less
“resonant” (with the same asymptotes). This is also the case for

|!}�~����� }�~���� �
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Figure 2: Amplitude spectrum of the glottal flow model deriva-
tive. It can be stylized into 3 lines with gh_ , ]`_ and g v o aDbdcRe�f 0
slopes.

the glottal formant. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate this fact, show-
ing the influence of 8�9 and :	; on the glottal flow derivative
spectrum.

From equation 2 and figures 3 and 4 one can deduce that,
for given

4
and 5 6 (as described in [12]):� The glottal formant frequency is exactly inversely pro-

portional to the open quotient.� The “quality factor” of the glottal formant is controlled
by : ; , the frequency of the glottal formant maximum
remaining approximately unchanged.

Notice that a change in 5 6 moves the glottal formant fre-
quency in the same direction as 8 9 does, as can be seen in
equation 4 showing that Y - is proportional to Y 6 . Therefore the
glottal formant frequency is not absolute but is linked to the fun-
damental frequency, and should be expressed as a proportion ofY 6 (one should say for instance: “the glottal formant frequency
is
v�� ��� Y 6 ”). Glottal formant frequency values typically range

between @ � ����� Y 6 for 8�9 values near
v

(soft phonation) and��� Y 6 for 8h9 values near @ � � (pressed phonation). The dy-
namic of glottal formant amplitude values for reasonable values
of :{; (between @ � _ and @ � � ) and 8�9 (between @ � � and

v
),
4

being kept constant, is around o @�aDb but depends on the model
(
v @QaDb to o�o aDb among models).

2.2. Spectral tilt

In case of smooth closure ( 5�=��>�@ or 5 < �>�@ ), the return
phase (or the spectral tilt filter) acts as a first order low-pass fil-
ter with a rather high cut-off frequency Y{� . Thus, an additionalgh_�aDb�cQeQf 0 slope appears after frequency Y{� (figure 2):S * +- .UTV2 iRk7s�tl 4 oQp Y �. oQp TV23� (6)

2.3. Stylization

Finally, the amplitude spectrum of glottal flow model deriva-
tives can be stylized into 3 lines with ]`_QaDbdcRe�f 0 , gh_�aDb�cQeQf 0
and g v o aDb�cQeQf 0 slopes. The first 2 lines build a so-called “glot-
tal formant”, a maximum in the spectrum whose frequency (rel-
ative to the fundamental) is mainly controlled by 8 9 and whose
amplitude is jointly controlled by 8�9 and :	; .
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Figure 3: Spectral effect of ¬, : the whole spectrum is exactly
scaled by the factor ®R¯Q¬  . Notice that the maximum of the
spectrum is in the vicinity of the first harmonics.
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Figure 4: Spectral effect of ´jµ : the amplitude of the spectrum
maximum is reduced/enhanced. This mainly modifies the first
harmonics amplitude.
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Figure 5: Phase spectrum of the KLGLOTT88 model for var-
ious values of ¬� . The phase spectrum predicted by an anti-
causal filter model is also plotted. TL=0

3. The phase spectrum of glottal flow
models

3.1. Evidence for anticausality

All glottal flow models (Klatt, Rosenberg, LF, R++, etc.) show
an asymmetry that gives more importance to the right part of the
flow (figure 6). Most of them have a parameter that can regulate
this asymmetry, namely the skewness parameter or asymmetry
coefficient.

Evidence for anticausality should be considered as follows:
let us extend the glottal flow derivative while keeping its be-
havior; if we do it to the right (towards positive times) as if it
was causal, this will result in an indefinitely increasing (even-
tually oscillating) waveform; but if we do it to the left (towards
negative times) as if it was anticausal, then this will result in a
decreasing (eventually oscillating) waveform. Since the behav-
ior has to be stable, the only solution is an extension towards
negative times.

This time domain behavior is confirmed by phase spectrum
observation where an increasing phase can be observed, at least
for low frequencies, as shown on figure 5. This fact has previ-
ously been observed and has been used for instance for speech
coding as described in [16].

skewness of glottal flow models

time (s) (F0=100Hz)
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Figure 6: Comparison of the R++ model and the impulse re-
sponse of the corresponding anticausal filter ( ´jµ·¶C¸\¹ º�» ). No-
tice that both are skewed to the right.
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3.2. Anticausality and stability

A linear model of the glottal flow should then have an anticausal
behavior. Its impulse response should be zero for times greater
than the glottal closure time (at least for the abrupt closure case),
but may be non-null for all times before it. Its phase response
would show increasing phase, and its transfer function would
have a convergence region in the z-plane which is the inside of
a circle (this is an equivalent condition to an anticausal impulse
response).

¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼½¼

¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾½¾

¿½¿½¿½¿¿½¿½¿½¿¿½¿½¿½¿¿½¿½¿½¿
À½À½À½ÀÀ½À½À½ÀÀ½À½À½ÀÀ½À½À½À

1

Figure 7: Convergence region for a stable, mixed
causal/anticausal filter. The convergence region is in white.
Notice that the filter is stable because it contains the unit circle.

But this raises the question of stability. It is often said that
a filter that shows poles outside the unit circle is unstable; this
is only true within the hypothesis of causality. In fact, a sta-
ble causal filter must have its poles inside the unit circle, but
a stable anticausal filter must have them outside the unit circle
(see [14]). The reason is as follows: the condition for a filter
to be stable is that the unit circle must rely in the convergence
region. Since for an anticausal filter the convergence region is
the inside of a circle, and since it must contain the unit circle
for stability, then the poles must be outside the unit circle (a
pole cannot be in the convergence region). Figure 7 shows the
convergence region for the mixed causal/anticausal case.

3.3. LF model as a truncated linear filter

Observing the analytical expression of LF model, one can see
that it is the sum of two parts, namely the open phase ÁÃÂRÄ1Å3Æ and
the return phase Á,ÇQÄ1ÅEÆ (the closed phase is zero):

ÁOÂ&Ä1ÅEÆÉÈ ÁhÊXË&Ì&Í'Î3ÏÑÐÓÒ{Ô&ÅÖÕd×ØÅM×ØÙ7Ú
Á�Ç�Ä1ÅEÆÉÈ Û ÁhÚÜ Ù ÌÞÝ Ë'ßáàHâ Í ßáã�ä�åJÛæË�ßáàHâÑãQçXßVãQäHå�èéÙ Ú ×êÅë×êÙ�ì
where the different variables are explained in [8].

One can recognize that the return phase is the truncated im-
pulse response of a first order continuous time causal filter, and
the open phase is the truncated impulse response of a second
order continuous time anticausal filter (because í is always pos-
itive).

In order to study this anticausal filter, one needs to con-
sider the continuous time transfer function which is obtained
by Laplace transform (instead of z-transform for discrete-time
filters). In this case, the frequency response relies on the imagi-
nary axis of the s-plane (instead of the unit circle). Then a stable
anticausal filter must have all its poles with positive real parts.

Considering the anticausal filter deduced from LF model by
extending the open phase towards negative times, one can show
that its transfer function (obtained by Laplace transform) is:î Â&ÄUïRÆjÈðÛhÁhÊ!Ë â Ì ßVñ3åªãQä ÄUïòÛæí/ÆDÎ3ÏÑÐ{ÄªÒ Ô Ù Ú Æ7óôÒ ÔJõXö ÎQÄªÒ Ô Ù Ú ÆÄUïMÛ÷Ä�í`óGøQÒ Ô Æ3Æ!ÄUïòÛêÄ�í�Û�øQÒ Ô Æ3Æ

(7)
where the real part of ï must be lower than í .

î Â exhibits 2
poles with positive real parts at íÃóôøQÒ Ô and its conjugate and
one zero at í�ÛÞÒ	ÔRù!úRÅ�û�ÄªÒ{ÔXÙ7Ú&Æ (cf figure 8).

ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½üü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½üü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½üü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½üü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½üü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½üü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½üü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½üü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½üü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½üü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½üü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü½ü

ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ýý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ýý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ýý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ýý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ýý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ýý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ýý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ýý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ýý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ýý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ýý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý½ý

þÿ��

� ÿ��þ � ÿ �������
	�� ÿ ������

Figure 8: Position of the poles (crosses) and zero (small circle)
of the extended version of the open phase of LF model.

One can then consider the LF-model as a left-truncated an-
ticausal impulse response plus a right-truncated causal impulse
response.

4. A causal/anticausal linear filter
Pursuing this idea of considering glottal flow models as linear
filters, it is tempting to benefit from the large number of results
on estimation and modification given by the linear filter theory
to inverse the design process, that is to design a filter that could
be used for glottal flow modeling (instead of showing that glot-
tal flow models present some of the properties of linear filters).

4.1. Design

To design a digital filter, one has at its disposal many differ-
ent techniques: either considering the continuous time filter and
discretize it with one of the different transformation methods
(derivative equivalence, bilinear transform, impulse response
discretization, etc.) or designing directly the discrete time fil-
ter.

Starting with a continuous filter is interesting because the
link between time domain and spectral domain parameters is
straight away. Then we model the glottal flow by the impulse
response of an all-pole filter that has 2 anticausal poles for the
glottal formant and one causal pole for the spectral tilt. To get
the glottal flow derivative, one simply has to add a zero at Õ . The
position of the anticausal poles is defined as follows in function
of the time domain parameters :

� È í��Óó���Û�ø���� (8)í � È Û ���� Ù Ê ��! ÐJÄ �#"%$ Æ (9)

��� È �� � Ù7Ê (10)
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1

Figure 9: Proposal of a linear causal/anticausal filter to model
the glottal flow. The anticausal (outside of the unit circle) pair of
poles corresponds to the glottal formant, and the causal (inside
of the unit circle) single pole to the spectral tilt.

Among the different transformation methods, the impulse
response discretization is a natural way (it corresponds to what
is done during digital synthesis) and has the advantage of keep-
ing the same number of poles and not adding any new zeroes,
the digital filter still being an all-pole filter. We then obtain a
digital filter that has 2 anticausal poles and one causal pole and
whose impulse response corresponds to the glottal flow itself
(cf figure 9). Its transfer function writes:

&('�)�*,+ -/. )02143 . ) 15376 ) 6 (11)

where the filter coefficients are obtained by ( 8:9 is the sam-
pling rate):

3 . + ;�</=?>A@CBED�FHG�I�JE' -LK 8#9 * (12)3 6M+ =?> 6 @ B D F
(13)

- . + NPO
6
-�QK
= >A@CBED�F J�RTSH' - K 8 9 * (14)

Then, to get a GFM, one has simply to pass through this fil-
ter the signal composed of a dirac at each glottal closure, being
cautious that samples are to be computed in the reversed time
direction as given by the recurrence equation:

U?V +W; 3 . U?V�X . ; 376 U?V�X 6Y1 -/.LZ V�X . (15)

After that, adding a spectral tilt simply involves the causal
filter with transfer function:

&('�)�*,+ - D [0 ; 3 D [ ) > . (16)

where
3 D [ and - D [ are given by:

3 D [ + \];�^ \ 6 ; 0
(17)

- D [ + 0 ; 3 D [ (18)
\ + 0 ; 0

_ (19)

_ + .9�`7acbed�f�g�h g�i�j
k�lLmnf�g�h gpo ; 0
qCr�s 't< O Q�u�u�uv F *w; 0 (20)

4.2. Impulse response truncation

These considerations raise the question of the effect of trunca-
tion. Truncation in the time domain is equivalent to convolving
in the frequency domain with a sine cardinal, thus inducing in
the spectrum some regularly spaced zeroes and ripples. This
effect can be seen on figure 10.
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Figure 10: Effect of the truncation on the spectrum. The glottal
formant is enlarged and some ripples appear, but the asymptote
in
1yx

is the same.

5. Discussion
5.1. The CALM and voice quality Perception

The CALM seems to be a good conceptual model for descrip-
tion of voice quality perception. Considering only the quasi-
periodic voice source, the CALM parameters can be interpreted
almost directly in terms of voice quality.

The most striking voice source parameter (after z u of
course) is related to spectral tilt. Spectral tilt in the CALM
corresponds to the causal part of the model at glottal closure.
In terms of spectra, it is related to the number and position of
causal poles of the model. In terms of perception, it seems to
correspond to the loud/weak voice quality.

Another parameter of interest is the glottal formant posi-
tion. This parameter is linked to the anticausal part of the model,
i.e. the position of anticausal poles. In terms of perception, this
seems to correspond to the tense/lax voice quality.

Tenseness and loudness can be varied independently, in the
model as well as in actual voice production (with some training
however). Of course some more systematic work for relating
spectral parameters to voice quality would be needed.

5.2. Voice source parameters estimation

Considering the voice source as a linear filter allows to use tech-
niques derived from linear acoustics to estimate glottal flow pa-
rameters. In a recent study [10], we have applied a linear model
of the glottal flow in the case of abrupt closure to estimate open
quotient by linear predictive analysis of inverse filtered speech.
Tested in the case of synthetic vowels, the algorithm performed
well for low values of open quotient, but underestimated high
values. In the case of a relaxed to pressed phonation, the esti-
mated open quotient values and the measurements done on the
corresponding electroglottographic signal were in good agree-
ment.

Yet inverse filtering should be questioned, because it is
based on the assumption that the “filter” somehow models the
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vocal tract and that the “residual” is linked to the voice source.
But if the glottal flow is well represented by a linear filter, this
undermines the validity of inverse filtering procedures, because
one cannot be sure that some parts of the voice source are not
estimated in the “filter” part of the model by the linear predic-
tion procedure. Then, if inverse filtering is often able to give
good results, one could think it is due to the fact that LPC is
not able to model with equal reliability low frequency and high
frequency formants, leaving most of the glottal formant infor-
mation in the residual.

Since we have shown that the glottal formant can be mod-
eled by an anticausal second order filter, and since the vocal
tract must be considered (for physical reasons) to be a causal
system, then if we had a way of separating the causal and an-
ticausal parts of the signal, it would allow us to estimate the
glottal formant from the signal, even without any inverse filter-
ing procedure. From this “glottal formant signal” the values of{�|

, }%~ and ��� could theoretically be estimated. Promising
results along this line can be found in [5].

5.3. Voice source synthesis and modification

The CALM can be used as an alternative to time-domain models
for voice source synthesis. It has the same power as any 5 pa-
rameter time domain models like the LF model. Therefore, the
same types of sound can be synthesized. The synthesis process
consists in designing the appropriate filter as given by equations
8 to 20, and then either convolving the filter impulse response
with a train of impulses with fundamental period �:� , or alterna-
tively filtering a spectral comb with fundamental frequency � �
with the filter amplitude and phase responses.

It must be pointed out that it is also possible to excite the
filter with another excitation source, like noise bursts. This may
open new ways of synthesising noisy voice qualities.

Spectral processing has long been used for voice quality
modification. The CALM provides us with a systematic frame-
work for performing modifications in the time domains, as de-
scribed in [3]

6. Summary
The time-domain and spectral domain approaches to voice
source modeling that have been proposed in the literature
seemed somehow incompatible: on the one hand the impulse
responses of spectral models used e.g. in linear prediction did
not resemble time-domain models, and on the other hand the
spectral properties of time-domain models were not recognized
as filtering.

We showed in this paper that both approaches can be uni-
fied. The price to pay for this common framework is to consider
a causal-anticausal linear filter model.

We are convinced that many new analysis, synthesis and
processing techniques will take advantage of the CALM, as it
open both a unified view of glottal flow models and a better
description of the phase of glottal flow signals.
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